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Poetry is not a luxury. It is a vital necessity of our existence. It forms
the quality of the light within which we predicate our hopes and
dreams towards survival and change, first made into language,
then into idea, then into more tangible action.
								
-Audre Lorde

About Us
Public Sector Poetry Journal is a literary journal based in
Northampton, UK. The journal is funded by Arts Council,
England and supported by the University of Northampton.
The journal’s aim is to give voice to public sector workers in
Education, Health and Social Care. Poems provide an insight
into these sectors and shine a light on the frustrations,
challenges, concerns and joys of those working
in them.
We aim to connect those working in Health, Education and
Social Care who also poet, introducing poets to each other’s
work and creating a new platform for a new audience.
We are privileged, humbled and extremely grateful for every
single poem submitted to us. Every poem submitted will
contribute to a growing body of data about the sector; we will
use ethnographic poetry to research the lived experiences of
public sector workers.
Public Sector Poetry Journal aims to highlight issues facing
public sector workers through poetry, and advocate for
change and improvement in the public sector, using poetry as
a form of activism.

Foreword
I had the great privilege of selecting poems for Public
Sector Poetry’s first journal edition. My role has purely been
to read, absorb and enjoy. The poems have been diverse,
emotional, gut-wrenching and pure. They come from society’s
conscience; from the realities that are deep within us; from the
poets and public sector workers of the UK.
What is our role as poets? We are the storytellers of our
generation - we convey emotion and knowledge; share
experiences, and shape generations to come. We distil
moments into crystalline vignettes that can be seen more
clearly in the fractals of the words we create. And what is our
role as public sector workers? I know, as nurses, we reflect - on
our patients; on the care we have delivered; on how we can
do better; what we can learn. And thus, the poet’s work and
the public sector’s work are interchangeable. It is our role, as
both poets and public sector workers, to reflect on the lives
we encounter - our dual roles colliding in the experience of
the present. Teachers, GPs, nurses, youth workers, learning
support assistants, family support workers, mental health

workers - we are a rich tapestry; a diverse study of human
nature; an anthropological exploration of the oscillations that
forge the human being, the body and the soul.
And what a privilege for me to attempt to weave these stories
together and find a common thread that places them beside
one another. It is a role based purely on feeling,
and I am lucky enough to have been granted the opportunity
of long evenings, with a glass of wine and a Christmas candle,
to sit back and feel them. Thank you, public sector workers,
colleagues, friends, humans - for the struggles you have lived
through, not just through this pandemic but in your ongoing
work, despite cuts and bad reviews, through long nights and
early mornings. Thank you for your stories and allowing me the
chance to share them. Our work as both public sector workers
and poets will no doubt shape the world that emerges after the
pandemic and we will not be forgotten.
All best wishes,
Molly x

Contributors
Tom Watts has been teaching secondary English and Film
Studies in South East London for ten years. His poetry has
been published in Knives Forks and Spoons Press, The Red
Ceilings Press, ZimZalla, Equilibrium Magazine, Remark, La
Granada, Plus-Que-Parfait, Streetcake Magazine, and The
Arthur Shilling Press. His short story ‘Wasps’ was long-listed
for the 2010 Fish Short Story Prize. He also makes music as
Ravedeath1993 and Sleep Chants.

@ chepanzee on Twitter

Laura Lewis-Waters is a mum, teacher and research student
from the Midlands. Having studied Literature, History, Creative
Writing and Volcanology and after living on three continents,
she is now finally settled teaching English at secondary school
and researching verbatim and map poetry for a PhD. Her
poetry has recently been published in The Mechanics Institute
Review, An Attempt at Exhausting a Place in Leicester and The
Purple Breakfast Review.
@ laurawaterswrites on Facebook
David Robertson is a secondary school teacher who writes
poetry to seek that elusive even keel. He has taught for 20
years in Corby, Northants (in his old school!) Nature, work and
mental health are his usual topics to chew on. David has a
spoken word channel on YouTube called ‘Speak The Words’.

@ words.inorder on Instagram

Craig Campbell works as an HLTA in an SEBD school in
Derbyshire. His passions include poetry, Shakespeare, dogs,
and sci-fi. He has been writing poetry since he was a boy, and
reading it intensely in his adult years.
Lesley Hayes has been working with children with a wide
variety of special needs and disabilities for years. She is also
trained and works as an actor, whilst doing supply work with
children, both as a special needs teaching assistant and play
worker. Inspired by the powerful changes she saw happening
when a child, on whatever level, discovers that they have a
voice and are understood, she started using her own voice to
write and create work, always with performance in mind. Lesley
is currently based in the South-West. She has been published
by SLAM Kings Cross SLAMinutes does Mental Health through
the Pandemic.
@ lelhayes on Instagram
@ lelhayes88 on Twitter
@ lesley.hayes.77 on Facebook

Nathan Lunt is a Primary School Teaching Assistant, poet
and performance artist based in the Midlands. His writing
varies in style and content from piece to piece, sometimes
concerned with deeply personal or social issues, at other times
reflecting on simple observations or telling fantastical stories.
Regardless of the subject, he strives for honesty, originality
and personality in everything he writes. You can find links to all
his other works at: https://linktr.ee/virtual_scribe
@ virtual_scribe on Instagram
@ Nathan_Scribes on Twitter
Sophia Murray is a poet, NFT artist and mother living in
the North of England completely done with the education
system. She quit her job as a secondary school English teacher
this year because it felt more like a business than a place
of learning. The poem Sonnet 118 is dedicated to all of her

previous students she wishes she could still teach if it wasn’t
for the broken system. She has been published previously in
anthology collections by The Mum Poem Press, Hecate and
Blood Moon Poetry Press as well as online poetry anthologies
in Free Verse Revolution Lit, Goat Milk Mag and The Cabinet of
Heed. Her work focuses on the magical, the mundane and the
mysteries of life.
@ sim_poetry on Instagram
@ Sophisamurray on twitter
Helen Sheppard is a Bristol based writer, twin and has worked
as a midwife. Her poetry explores the themes of birth, life,
health, loss and those whose voices are often unheard. Helen
started to write in her forties during a ‘Kick start your reading’
class and now co-runs Satellite of Love Word events. Her
work has been published widely in: These are the Hands NHS
Anthology, Under the Radar, Lyrically Justified Volume 3, Tools of
the Trade – Poems for New Doctors. Her work was commended
in Hippocrates Poetry and Medicine Prize 2017. Her debut poetry
collection ‘Fontanelle’ was released in 2021 with Burning Eye
Books: burningeyebooks.wordpress.com
@ HelenSheppard7 on Twitter
@ helensheppard58 on Instagram
Ruth Gasson lives and works in Northamptonshire, and was
elected as the fourth Bard of Northampton by the people of the
town in 2012. In December 2013, she was awarded one of only ten
National Literacy Heroes Awards by the National Literacy Trust for
her work with young people. In 2016, she was the featured poet in
the book ‘Some of us Scream, Some of us Shout’, a book focusing
on the anarchist punk scene of the 1980s. She has worked within
the public sector since 2006 in libraries, schools, prisons, mental
health and substance rehabilitation settings as both a creative
practitioner and in administration roles. She currently works at the
University of Northampton.
www.ruthgasson.co.uk Website
ruthharveygasson.wordpress.com Wordpress

Barry Tench worked for 25 years for Shropshire Youth Service
as a full-time youth worker. He started a creative writing group
for young people in the south of Shropshire and is currently Arts
Development Officer for Shropshire Council. Barry has been
published in various anthologies and magazines; was runner up
in 2008 for the Troubadour International Poetry Competition, and
short listed in 2007 for the Hamish Canham Prize.

@ baztench on Twitter
@ barry_tench on Instagram
@ barry.tench on Facebook

Sana Burton is a performance poet currently living mostly on the
train between Cornwall and Bristol. They wrote Clap for Carers
while isolating after catching COVID-19 during an outbreak at
their work; Sana is a Care Assistant.
@ sanaburton8 on Twitter
Catherine Bell works as a GP in Derbyshire and started writing
poetry about motherhood and Medicine in 2020. Her first
published poem Back to Work featured in Issue 3 of the Mum Poet
Club Zine, guest edited by Liz Berry. She is also known for her 2017
Christmas BMJ article on the impact of Peppa Pig on primary care
resources. Presenting Complaint (If you have been affected by the
issues raised in this poem, contact your GP) was written to reflect the
pressures of a typical morning working in NHS primary care in 2021.
@ cathersbell on Instagram

Dawn Llambias has been working as a Children’s Continence
Nurse for 5 years in Worthing, West Sussex. Prior to this she
worked in a Children’s hospice; spent time working as a staff
nurse with a health visiting team and worked in Continuing Care,
providing support to children in the community. Dawn has written
many poems over the years and her poem about continence was
written for a wellbeing day when asked to explain to colleagues
what her role encompassed.
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Education

Apple Juice
Tom Watts
I’m in a
science exam

scribing for
a Congolese girl
- the task
was to balance
the chemical reaction
of sodium &
hydrogen dioxide you can’t argue
with the answer:
‘apple juice
makes you stronger’
spoken with the optimism
of autumn’s ice-cream van
Public Sector Poetry
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Education

Snakes
Tom Watts

The boy had not slept
spending the night
pealing his snake from the wall
with warm water
it had crawled behind the wardrobe
& become attached to some

18

when asked
why he is not
reading
the boy
a mess of gel
& crumpled collars

exposed carpet tape

a shattered tie
around his neck

“If I could have any pet, I’d have…
What are those giant lizards
that eat people called?”

argues that
his book
has:

my thoughts scatter
like winter birds

‘Words every
where’
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Education

Emails for a
Secondary
School teacher
Laura Lewis-Waters

Monday morning Zoom briefing
if not in today please complete page 30
there’s new policy on face coverings for students
CONFIDENTIAL – students who have tested positive.
Zoom link for briefing tomorrow –
– tensions between year 9 students
cover needed for period 1 please?
CONFIDENTIAL – staff who have tested positive.
Zoom code for Tuesday Twilight
duty swap – absence
FYI Year 11 language exam absences
mop up to follow
CONFIDENTIAL – students testing positive.
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Zoom code for Monday’s briefing
students: be polite and mind your manners
posted scheduled assignment:
Romeo and Juliet
CONFIDENTIAL – staff testing positive.
Monday briefing – whole school reading
how is Ralph’s leadership weakening?
Urgently need cover for period 1. (Please).
CONFIDENTIAL – students who have tested positive.
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Match up
the Following

Stable Hands

Laura Lewis-Waters

David Robertson

You
1. forgot
2. couldn’t
3. refused
4. wouldn’t

to hand in homework
ask for help
answer the question
you weren’t alone
to plan your excuse
trust your instinct
not distract others
believe in yourself

due to
a) laziness
b) fear
c) doubt
d) talking

There aren’t many jobs
where Sunday night
cold grips your guts
and has you palpitate

while midwives are called
and antiques are roadshowed
every inch of will is bent up
in figuring the impossible
if we all know how leading horses to water ends
then can we not give the stable hands a break?
As I watch my own digits shake,
stable hands seems like a joke
no one lets me in on

22
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Education

What the
Elders Know

Words for David

Craig Campbell

Lesley Hayes

When we were younger; Neolithic tribes,
The Elders taught the young ones out of love,
just passing craft and knowledge to survive;
and no Inspector Damocles above.
Those tribes, their drums of yesterday, still beat
with knowledge painted on the walls of caves;
The rhythm rips a hole in your spreadsheet
and feeds a hungry mind on what it craves.
A mother saw the teachers of her child,
exhausted and exposed, but dignified,
disguise their heavy burden with a smile
and knew exactly what it signified.
There’s always been the tribal fire in me.
My teachers said its name is ‘poetry’.
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Look!
Look!
Come,
Look!
He took my hand
Dragged me out the door
Across the yard
Up the bank
Look!
Small fingers pointing
Hooked through rusty fence
Look!
A single daffodil
Joyfully yellow
Amid wasteland.
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Education

More!
More!
Bubbles,
More!
We blow them
All afternoon
Swirling globes of rainbow
On hard concrete
Fingers slimy
With green Fairy
More!
Catch them
Hold in our hands
Save in our pockets for later.
Look!
Look!
Aeroplane
Look!
We chase it
With our fingers
And the next
And the next
[laughter]
“What’s that?”
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His classmate asked
“David’s laughing”
I reply
“Never heard him laugh before”
She said.
Learning difficulties,
Life limiting condition,
Disfigurement,
Poverty,
Neglect,
Adoption register.
Words David doesn’t understand.
Look,
Yellow,
More,
Bubble,
Aeroplane!
Words and signs he does.
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Education

Why We Do It
Nathan Lunt
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The odds are stacked against us,
Always far too much to do,
And the old is barely settled
Before starting something new.
The days are long, the work is hard,
there’s stress and mess and struggle So what brings us here day after day
To go to all this trouble?

We’ll always have the time to spare;
We’ll always lend a hand,
And when the world seems most confusing
We’ll do our best to understand.
It’s our job to be adaptive
And anticipate their needs;
We’ll be a friend if they feel lonely
And cheer them on when they succeed.

Because we know the work we do each day
Is part of something larger,
And that without our endless efforts
Things could just be so much harder;
That our presence makes a difference
To each young mind that we reach,
And that we’ll teach the way they learn
If they can’t learn the way we teach.

We might never get the spotlight.
We might never get the praise.
We don’t get the recognition
And we sure don’t get the pay,
But we get the satisfaction
Knowing every single day
That we’ve helped our kids make progress
In a dozen different ways.
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Education

Health and Social Care

Sonnet 118

Birth Advice
Written in 1940

Sophia Murray

Helen Sheppard

You told me you hate English now, broken
hearted I see you trudge inside, head down
drilled with questions, your own left unspoken.
The bell rings, you file out wearing a frown.
OK? I breezily ask as you pass
you sense it might be OK to tell me
sighing, I don’t want to be in that class.
Can I just sit out here with you? you plea.
How do I tell you the system is shit?
Instead of love we’re teaching compliance.
No place for books, I teach you how to sit
up straight, hands empty nodding in silence.

1. Always wear a ring in labour
2. Bring bedjacket to look pretty
3. Let labour ease your baby out
4. A uterus needs to have its way
5. Relax now as your job is done

How do I tell you the system is shit?
I can’t but you guess when I say I’ve quit.
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Health and Social Care

Sectioned

Showaddywaddy
and Paulo Freire

Ruth Gasson

Barry Tench

I only complete the paperwork
record the panel’s decision
advise, if required, on process and legality.
The decisions are made by the Managers,
the ‘independent’ mental health ‘volunteers’
(who can claim their expenses in their entirety).
Panels selected on group dynamics,
case notes pre reviewed. Professional opinions
shared and then discussed privately.
Each case is seen ‘individually’
even if they are judged the same
all with the ability to hold
indefinitely.
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I think of him now, his blonde mop
and chubby cheeks, his sweaty anger
and I forget, not the thirty five
years in between, but last time
we spoke, when he was someone else
not that red faced boy who danced
to Showaddywaddy in his mother’s
bedroom, not the boy bribed
with records that came boxed
like contraband, not the boy
we put in goal or left the boundary.
While I was away reading Paulo Freire
and practising pedagogy he was learning
about heroin, how to bully and the value
of having someone owe you, last time
we spoke he told me that I’d fucked off
and not to bother, I marked every word.
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Clap for Carers
Sana Burton

I stand here
on your pedestal
graced with scattered, faint applause
I am brave, you tell me
I am selfless
I am the sacrificial lion in your ring
Trading my health and sleep and sanity
to clean up the mess you made

If only we could have prevented this, you say
with our blood on your hands.
Tell the truth please, for once.
You don’t want heroes
You want martyrs, canaries in the coal mine
You want absolution
You want to walk away, guilt free
as you push us from the cliff
and plant flowers on our graves

I am tired, I tell you
I am being asked to do too much
without the protections, time, or experience
to do it the way I know I should
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Health and Social Care

Health and Social Care

Presenting
Complaint

(If you have been affected by the issues
raised in this poem, contact your GP)

Catherine Bell

Ingrowing hairs
Asthmatic flares
I’m suicidal and nobody cares
I’ve got pain in my knee
Deranged U&E
Dizziness, tiredness, anxiety
Medication review
A lump that is new
I’m constipated and there’s blood in my poo
Raised BP
It hurts when I wee
I think my child may have ADHD
Query chest infection
Query ear infection
I’m struggling to achieve and maintain an erection
I’ve developed a twitch
An all-over itch
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I need a note from my doctor to prove that I’m sick
My dog just bit me
My boyfriend just hit me
My feet are swollen and my shoes don’t fit me
My periods are painful
My memory is shameful
I’ve got all these symptoms I don’t have a name for
There’s mould in my flat
I just need a chat
Could you please help me find my lost cat?
The chemist/the hospital/the physio/my Nan
Told me to call you, as soon as I can
It’s urgent and no, it can’t wait ‘til next week
If I don’t answer my phone
I’ll be in A&E
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We Are The
Continence Team...
Dawn Llambias

We are the continence team.
Let us tell you what we do.
As you may have guessed already
it’s all about wee and poo!

Do you have all the fluids that your body needs each day?
Are you having your wees regularly or just shrugging them away?
Are your bowels in tiptop order and working really well?
Or does the poo that’s coming out have the most horrendous smell?

From toilet training skills, for those with extra needs,
to constipated bowels, and out of control wees.
Day time accidents, night wetting too,
sometimes real trouble just shifting that poo.

We understand that talking poo can seem just way to icky
but is it sneaking in your pants, and is it dark and sticky?
And ask yourself the question is it ever wide and thick?
Do you have to help it down the toilet with a hanger or a stick?
So if your poo is misbehaving, and you don’t know what to do,
relax and use a footstool and blow some bubbles too.

So there’s just a few things we must understand,
so we can help and support you and lend a hand.
Are you sitting on the toilet or is it all just way too scary?
What is it in the bathroom that’s making you so wary?
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So let’s talk a little bit about those daytime wees;
is it just a damp patch or is it way down to your knees?
Do you take your time to wee, pull your pants down to the floor?
Or are you perching on the seat and then running out the
door?
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Health and Social Care

So slow it all right down, relax and take your time;
count slowly up to 20, sing a song, say a rhyme.
Most importantly, when your wee wee is giving you a shout,
don’t ignore it, find a toilet, and let it all right out.
Now night time wees can be quite tricky and to you they’re such a pain.
How can you possibly hear your bladder, talking to your brain?
It’s not your fault, be in control and drink your fluids each day.
Be brave, don’t wear those pull ups, they’re just getting in way.
So back to the beginning; what is it that we do?
Yes we really are here to help you with your wee and with your poo.
But ultimately, what we believe, is that each child has the right
to be supported with their continence every day and night,
so we will continue to strive to help the children that we see
to enable them to achieve, and be the best that they can be.
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